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Compare today to fifteen years ago:

▪ Faster paced or slower?

▪ More complex or simpler?

▪ More change or less?



Compare today to fifteen years ago:

▪ Faster paced or slower?

▪ More complex or simpler?

▪ More change and decisions or less?

….one minute of discussion, three 
specific examples!



“The defining aspect of this change of epoch is that things 
are no longer in their place. Our previous ways of 
explaining the world and relationships, good and bad, no 
longer appears to work… Things we thought would never 
happen, or that we never thought we would see, we are 
experiencing now, and we dare not even imagine the 
future. That which appeared normal to us – family, the 
Church, society and the world – will probably no longer 
seem that way. We cannot simply wait for what we are 
experiencing to pass, under the illusion that things will 
return to being how they were before.” [ Pope Francis at 
Basilica of St John Lateran, 16 September 2013]



Welcome to the 21st Century…



Some Catholic “VUCA”:

50% of Catholic teenagers no longer identify as 
Catholic a decade later [Smith]

27% of Catholics call themselves “serious 
Catholics,” lowest figure ever

34% decline in number of priests and women 
religious since the year 2000.

6:1 Of adults who change religion, Catholicism 
attracts 1 convert for every 6 who leave [Pew]



CHI’s Healthcare VUCA:

▪ Volatile legislative environment

▪ Changing payment models

▪ Rapidly evolving technologies

▪ New kinds of competitors; market disruption

▪ Intense cost pressures

▪ Rapidly consolidating industry

▪ Complex partnership arrangements in care 
model



“Getting comfortable with the reality 
of being uncomfortable….”



Do you have a “great deal of 
confidence” in:

▪ Our political leaders?

▪ Our business leaders?

▪ Our education leaders?

▪ Our religious leaders?
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A leadership crisis:

Percentage of Americans with a “great deal of 
confidence” in:

Wall St. leaders =   10%

Congress = 10%

Business leaders = 15%

Education leaders = 20%

Religious leaders =      20%

(Yankelovich, Inc Survey; Sept 4-17,2007)



So what kind of leadership would be 
better?

▪ Think of the names of one or two living 
leaders?

▪ What personal qualities or attributes do you 
associate with good leadership?





Leaders: 
Serve Purpose Greater than Self



“Leadership is the art of influencing and 
directing people in such a way that will win 
their obedience, confidence, respect and loyal 
cooperation in achieving common objectives”

(U.S. Air Force)
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Table Discussion

Think of a mentor, leader, colleague, or manager 
in your ministry who won your respect, 
confidence, and cooperation..

…..how did they do it? What behaviors 
or actions won your respect and 
cooperation?



“Let us never forget that authentic 
power is service…”
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“Every day when I go to work…I think 
about the things I can do to make my team 
successful. So I have a servant’s mentality 

in terms of how I approach my job…”



“Leadership is about making others 
better as a result of your presence and 
making sure that impact lasts in  your 
absence.” [Sheryl Sandberg, Lean In]



Leaders: Inner Freedom to Make 
Choices that Serve the Mission



Internally free and 
balanced…

…not driven by ego, status, 
fears, pride



Inner freedom from: 

▪ Our own pride

▪ The fear of making a mistake

▪ The fear of trying something new

▪ Our attachment to the way everyone else has 
been doing it, or the way it has always been 
done before

▪ Our own ego needs to protect status, control

▪ Our own sinful attachments: greed, power, etc



Enslaved to our fear of an uncertain 
future:

“There is a temptation to say “it is better to stay 
here” where I’m safe. But this is the slavery of 
Egypt: “I fear moving forward, I’m afraid of 
where the Lord will bring me.” Fear, however, 
“is not a good counselor.”

[Pope Francis]
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What career records does 
Kobe Bryant hold?

▪ Most points?

▪ Most MVP awards?

▪ Most steals?

▪ Most assists?



BE FREE from inner fear of failure!

▪ Most points?

▪ Most MVP awards?

▪ Most steals?

▪ Most assists?

• MOST MISSED 
SHOTS!!



“You miss 100% 
of the shots that 
you don’t take.” 

-Wayne Gretzky
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Discussion:

Discuss some current or hypothetical  
situation where “attachments” or 
“unfreedoms” could lead us into a bad 
choice, or hold us back from making a 
choice that we should make to further 
the mission?





:World immersed

…but habit of reflection:



As you reflect on the following slides:

1. What image or idea most strikes 
you?

2. In your ministry: where or with what 
population are we not getting our feet 
dusty enough, not reaching out 
enough, or not finding God in all things 
enough?



“Unless we train 
ministers capable of 
warming people’s 
hearts, of walking 
with them in the 
night, of dialoguing 
with their hopes and 
disappointments, of 
mending their 
brokenness, what 
hope can we have for 
our present and 
future journey.” 



“We cannot 
become starched 
Christians, too 
polite, who speak 
of theology calmly 
over tea. We have 
to become 
courageous 
Christians and 
seek out those 
who need help 
most.”



“Tell me, when you 
give alms, do you 
look the person in 
the eye?...Do you 
touch the hand of 
the person you are 
giving them to or 
do you toss the coin 
at him or her?”



“to love God and 
neighbour is not 
something abstract, 
but profoundly 
concrete: it means 
seeing in every person 
the face of the Lord to 
be served, to serve the 
Lord concretely.”



“The thing the church needs most today is the 
ability to heal wounds and to warm the hearts of 
the faithful; it needs nearness, proximity. I see the 
church as a field hospital after battle. It is useless to 
ask a seriously injured person if he has high 
cholesterol and about the level of his blood sugars! 
You have to heal his wounds. Then we can talk 
about everything else. Heal the wounds, heal the 
wounds. ... And you have to start from the ground 
up.”



As you reflect on the slides:

1. What image or idea most strikes 
you?

2. In your ministry: where or with 
what population are we not getting 
our feet dusty enough, not reaching 
out enough, or not finding God in all 
things enough?



:World immersed

…but habit of reflection:



Step back from the world every day

▪ Be grateful

▪ Extend your 
horizon

▪ Review the day



“The presence of constantly new gadgets…and 
an endless array of consumer goods at times 
leave no room for God’s voice to be heard. We 
are overwhelmed by words, by superficial 
pleasures and by an increasing din…[We] need 
to stop this rat race and to recover the personal 
space needed to carry on a heartfelt dialogue 
with God.” [Pope Francis, Gaudete et Exsultate, # 29, 2018] 





Discussion:

Of all the ideas that have come up this morning, 
what was one idea that struck you 
powerfully….and one thing you want to start 
doing differently in your ministry?



A Spirituality of Leadership:

▪ Feel called (and everyone is called to lead)

▪ Leaders serve purpose greater than self

▪ Treat others as dignified (loving)

▪ Understand leadership as service

▪ Are internally “free” to serve the mission

▪ Are “free” in decision making: willing to go where 
the Spirit leads

▪ Find God in All Things (“incarnational”)

▪ Reflect (or pray) daily



Practical takeaways:

To strengthen your own leadership performance:

▪ Remind yourself each day: you have a 
leadership opportunity and responsibility.   

▪ Ask yourself: how am I winning colleagues’ 
confidence and respect

▪ Take two breaks: gratitude, lift your horizon, 
review the last few hours. 

▪ Remind team members that they are leaders
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“Courage does not always roar. Sometimes it is a 
quiet voice at the end of the day saying… ‘I will 
try again tomorrow.’”  

[Mary Anne Radmacher]
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Pope Francis on risk-taking:

“We are not living an era of change but a change 
of era…Assume always the Spirit of the great 
explorers, that on the sea were passionate for 
navigation in open waters and were not 
frightened by borders and of storms…May it be 
a free church and open to the challenges of the 
present, never in defense for fear of losing 
something.” 



“My greatest enemy 
was not those who 
put or kept me in 
prison. It was 
myself. I was afraid 
to be who I am.” 

(Nelson Mandela)
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listening
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